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ABSTRACT

A new mathemati\.al formula is derived for the general wave transfer function in multi-layered
media with inhomogeneous and nonlinear properties of soil. It is assumed that the ground con
sists of horizontally stratified layers overlying a homogene0us half-space which IS excited by
vertically incident, plane shear waves. To formulate the nonlinear harmonic wave ~ollltion, the
surface layer is regarded as a multi-layered system consisting of infinite numbers of sub-layers
with infinitesimal thicknesses. To take into account the nonlinearity of the soil element, an
equivalent shear modulus and viscosity are used in each sub-layer. By applying the rnulti
reflection thc,)ry to the multi-layered ground, a recurrent-form solution is obtained. Redudng
the thickness of each sub-layer to zero, the recurrent-form solution 1& convened into an
integral-form solution.

The mode-superposition procedure based on response spectrum provides an expedient tool for
dynamic analysis of surficial ground. The characteristic equation for obtaining natural frequen
cies and free vibration modes are derived by using the proposed wave transfer function. To use
the modal analysis for nonlinear systems, which previously has been used only for linear sys
tems, a repetition scheme for calculating the modal stiffness and damping is proposed which is
an adaptation of the equivalent linearization technique. When the energy dissipation of soil is
proportional to its shear modulus, the normal mode approach can be performed conveniently by
this newly proposed iteration scheme. However, more generally, the equivalent linearized
damping matrix is not orthogonal with respect to the undamped mode shapes. In such cases, it
is common to ignore off-diagonal terms representing modal coupling. It is shown that this
approximation may lead to gross errors, especially when natural frequencies are closely spaced.
Here, we propose a new estimator for proportional damping which is based on minimization of
mean-square error.

The intensity of ground shaking is estimated based on a response spectrum method for station
ary random vibration analysis. Results are given for the stress and stress rate distributions with
depth as normalized by the maximum velocity at the ground surface. These response quantities
are not significantly affected by either the inhomogeneity or the nonlinearity of the soil layer, or
by the epicentral distance of the earthquake. Moreover, the relationship between modal damp
ing and epicentral distances shows that the damping ratio is insensitive to epicentral distances in
lower frequency modes. Thus, the assumption of constant strain-independent modal damping
is found to be reasonable for practical purposes.

Above results in conjunction with fatigue theory are used to study the liquefaction problem in
soil layers with general topography. It is found that the relative density of soil and its effective
vertical pressure are important factors in determining liquefaction potential. The next most
important term is the shear stress in the soil and the least important is the shear stress rate with
time. The ground water level is also found to strongly affect the liquefaction potential.

Application of the proposed methods in seismic reliability assessment of lifeline systems is dis
cussed and several numerical examples are presented. It is shown that the seismic hazard for
buried pipes drastically changes in transitional region of the geological structure from shallow to
deep soils.
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1. INTRODUCTION

To assess the seismic reliability of lifeline systems, the following items should be con

sidered: (i) seismic activity and attenuation of seismic waves, (iD microzonation with con

sideration to the local geological nature of each area, (iii) structural response and systems

analysis, and (iv) lifeline serviceability requirements. This report relates mainly to the first and

second items. The velocity or dynamic strain level in the soil layer during strong earthquakes is

a key parameter in the aseismic design of buried structures, especially pipeline systems. In this

report, the velocity and strain magnitudes developing in the sub-surface ground during earth

quakes are studied by using a non-linear harmonic wave solution, derived theoretically, for

infinite inhomogeneous surficial layers with non-linear properties. Another important subject is

liquefaction of the soil layer. The fatigue theory is employed to analyze the liquefaction

phenomenon of sub-surface ground by considering the stochastic nature of seismic motions.

In the past decade, a large amount of research has been done to construct an unified

theory for expressing the field equations of continuous media, Le., the characteristics of non

linear field equations including their constitutive relationship. Wave propagation in continuous

media has been analyzed by many researchers who have used simple wave and discontinuity

solutions to study various problems. The state of the art has been surveyed by Chen [lJ who

has summarized the recent research on discontinuity in non-linear, viscoelastic media. How

ever, these solutions cannot be applied to seismic response analysis of layered ground because

the simple wave solution treats only monotonic waves in an infinite space and the solution of

discontinuity does not provide any information beyond that of describing the characteristics of

the wave front. To evaluate the magnitude of ground shaking during strong earthquakes, it is

necessary to develop a solution for non-linear harmonic wave propagation in layered media with

repeating reflections and refractions. A solution for non-linear harmonic wave propagation in

one direction in a medium with bi-linear hysteresis was developed by Caughey [2J using the

slowly varying parameter method. This solution, however, also cannot be applied to cases in

which reflecting waves exist.
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Techniques used for analyzing the dynamic behaviour of surficial ground during strong

earthquakes can be roughly classified into three methods. The first method is to use the multi

reflection theory which is limited to the linear response of the ground. The second more practi

cal method is one in which the soil layer is modeled as a finite system using such spatial and

time discretization techniques as the finite element method, the lamped mass method and the

finite difference method. The advantage of this second method is that it becomes possible to

analyze the seismic response of the ground with non-linear properties. However, in most such

analyses, it has been necessary to assume that the base rock is rigid. This makes it difficult to

take into account the energy dissipation caused by waves radiating into the underlying half

space. The third method is a combination of the two preceding methods. Since this combined

method is based on the wave propagation theory, we can evaluate the effect of energy dissipa

tion for the discretized region, in which the non-linear stress-strain relation is applicable.

Although a numerical approach utilizing any integration method in time and space can be used

to obtain the seismic response of a surficial ground for any specified time history, in order to

achieve an overall understanding of the dynamic behaviour of surficial ground it is essential to

develop analytical solutions for non-linear waves.

The important factors governing the mechanical characteristics of soil are the void ratio,

the confining pressure, its degree of saturation and the shear wave velocity. In particular, the

dynamic behaviour of soil is strongly dependent on the magnitude of shear strain. Soil shows

elastic behaviour if the strain level is less than 10-5_10-4. Below this level, the dynamic

characteristic of soil can be determined by measuring the modulus of elasticity. If the strain

exceeds the above mentioned level, the soil shows dynamic hysteresis. At the strain level of

10-2, the dynamic yield and failure of soil become predominant. A constitutive relationship

applicable to the entire range of strain levels has not yet been developed, even though

numerous stress-strain relationships based on theories of plasticity, visco-plasticity, elasto

visco-plasticity, and on the micro-structure of soil particle have been proposed by various

researchers [3]. Whatever constitutive relationships are used for the seismic response analyses
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of surficial ground, it is essential that soil be considered as a non-linear material, especially in

the case of strong earthquake motions. At such times, the strain level has been estimated to

reach the level of 10-3 [4], A non-linear equation of motion, therefore, is inevitable. An

analytical method in wave propagation theory, which makes it possible to evaluate the effect of

non-linearity of soil properties, must be developed.

The phenomena of liquefaction of soil has been discussed in many publications after the

occurrence of the Nigata Earthquake (1964). The state of the art has been surveyed by Seed

[5]. In recent analytical research on liquefaction, the soil is considered as a mixture constructed

from separate phases of solid granular skeleton and pore water with certain coupling between

the two phases [6-8]' These analyses, however, were based on numerical calculations because

constitutive relationships in which the dilatancy phenomena were considered could not be

expressed by a linear relationship. On the other hand, the seismic occurrence has a stochastic

nature and earthquake wave motions show random characteristics. To include these effects into

analyses of liquefaction, more simple but effective methods should be considered. Therefore, a

cumulative damage approach based on Miner's law has been utilized. Although the fatigue

theory has already been applied to the liquefaction problem by several authors [9-11l, in the

previous research the actual time history of stress induced in a surficial ground was used.

Therefore, it has been difficult to obtain a general understanding of the liquefaction

phenomenon considering the stochastic nature of the earthquake motion. To avoid this kind of

difficulty, here we have used the stochastic process approach in evaluating the intensity of

ground shaking and in calculating the fatigue life.
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(2.2)

(2.1)

To formulate the non-linear harmonic wave solution, the surface layer is regarded as a

2. WAVE PROPAGATION THEORY OF LAYERED MEDIA

the case of non-linear harmonic wave propagation with constant amplitude. A detailed discus-

mined unconditionally. This value, however, may be chosen for the peak strain amplitude in

The purpose of this section is to develop a new analytical solution for waves propagating

in a vertically inhomogeneous soil layer including the non-linearity in soil properties. It is a

and an analysis based on the multi-reflection theory gives a good approximation of actual

the shear modulus, 1-', and the shear viscosity, v, are expressed as functions of depth, z, and

The material characteristics of ground are assumed to be non-linear viscoelastic, in which

well known fact that the incident angle of body waves becomes smaller near the ground surface

vertically incident, plane shear waves.

2.1. Formulation of the Solution

ground motions. In the theory being developed in this paper, it is assumed that the ground

consists of horizontally stratified layers overlying homogeneous half-space which is excited by

replacing I-' and v with /L j and v j which are representative values in the jth sub-layer. By

kind of multi-layered system consisting of infinite numbers of sub-layers with infinitesimal

The well known field equation is given by

strain magnitude, 'Yo(z), Le.,

thicknesses as shown in Figure 2.1. It is assumed that I-' and v have constant values in each

where p(z) is the soil density, u(z, t) is the horizontal displacement, and t is the time. When a

wave with random nature propagates in a layered medium, the value of 'Yo cannot be deter-

sub-layer. Although I-' and v are functions of z and 'Yo(z), this assumption is made possible by

applying the multi-reflection theory to this kind of multi-layered ground, a recurrent form

sion of this point is given in the next section.



Ist SUB-LAYER

SURFACE
LAYER
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j th SUB-LAYER

{j+IHh SUB-LAYER

///7/7/77//7/7//7/7/7/7/77/77///////////7/7//7

BASE
LAYER

goe iwt

Figure 2.1 SoU layer modeled as multiple sublayers
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(2.3)

(2.4)

(2.5)

(2.6)

(2.7)

(2.8)

(2.9)

(2.10a)

[a
j]_ [ 1[aj-II

b . - tj_1 b.
J J-I

where P j, Uj and Zj are the soil density, horizontal displacement and coordinate of the jth sub-

layer reduces to a linear equation for vertically propagating shear waves

Based on the assumption of constant JJ- and v in each sub-layer, Equation (2.2) for the jth

2.2. Recurrent Form Solution

Harmonic displacement with frequency w can be written in the form

layer, respectively.

6

solution is obtained. Reducing the thickness of each sub-layer to zero, the recurrent form solu-

tion is reduced to an integral form solution.

Uj(Zj, t) = U(z) e iwt •

Substituting Equation (2.4) in Equation (2.3) results in an ordinary differential equation

( .) d
2
Uj 2

JJ- j + [WP j --2- + PJW Uj = 0 .
dZj

The general solution of Equation (2.5) is given by

where

where i=R, aj and bj are arbitrary constants. The following equation is obtained from the

boundary condition at the interface between the jth and (j-l) th sub-layers.

where

in which
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(2.10c)

(2.11a)

(2.1Ob)

(2. 11b)

T/j = .l [1 - .J!.Lj
2 fJ j+1

fJ j = Pj (fL j + iwv) .
w

By repeating Equation (2.8), the following relation is obtained

where

T ll = IT e q exp [i t Plh/! +~ T/r t T/k fi e q IT e q IT e q
q-I I-I r-I k-r+l q-I q-r+l q-k+l

· exp Ii [t Plhl - 2 t Plhl + 2 t Plhl]l
I-I I-I I-I

+fT/r ~ T/k ~ "'m t T/nlle q IT e q ill e q IT e q IT fq
r-I k-r+1 m-k+1 n-m+1 q-I q-r+1 q-k+1 q-m+l q-n+l

· exp Ii [t Plhl - 2 t Plhl + 2 f Plhl - 2 t Plhl]l + (2.12a)
I-I I-I I-I I-I

TI2 = t T/r ~ e q ri ~q exp Ii [t Plhl - 2 t Plhl]l
,...1 q-I q-r+l I-I I-I

+!:T/r I T/k t T/mrre q IT e j if e q IT e q
r-I k-r+I m-k+I q-I q-r+I q-k+I q-m+I

· exp Ii [t Pthl- 2 t Plhl + 2 f Plhlll + '" (2.12b)
I-I I-I I-I

T21 and T22 have the same forms as T12 and Tll respectively, except for the signs of the

power, the recurrent form of the matrix [T] is obtained as follows

Substituting [tjl from Equation (2.9) in Equations (2.10 and rearranging in the order of T/ / s

ej and T/j approach unity and zero, respectively, as the thickness of jth sublayer goes to zero.

exponential terms which are reversed. From definition of ~j and T/j given by Equations (2.10),

retain terms involving higher-order powers of T/ j up to any level of accuracy desired.

only retain the first-order terms, i.e., Tu=t ... and T12=O. In general, however, one may
q-I

be neglected. For example, it may be possible for certain cases (as it will be shown later> to

It appears, therefore, that as an approximation, higher-order terms involving powers of T/j can
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(2.16)

(2.15)

(2.13a)

(2.13b)

(2.14a)

(2. 14b)

I I
lh

~ I!JS!lA(z) - f3(z) ,

__1_ d[J(z)
K(Z) - 2f3(z) dz

Uj = (Tn + T21) al + (Tl2 + T22) bl

l' j = iwf3 / Tn - T21) al - iwf3 / T22 - Tl2) bl •

2.3. Integral Form Solution

If the thickness of the jth sub-layer goes to zero, the term Ipihi becomes an integral,
i-I

From Equation (2.6), harmonic displacement Uj and shear stress l' j at the top of the jth

sub-layer are given as follows

T21 (z) and T22(z) have the same forms as T12(z) and Tn (z), respectively, except that the

f p( w) dw. Then, Equations (2.12) can be rewritten as follows
o

signs of the exponential terms are reversed. In these expressions, A(z) and K (z) are derived

'-I

from the infinite product lim IT~ k and from lim T/ b respectively. Here, the method for
hk--fJ k-I hk--fJ

obtaining the following results is shown in Appendix 1:

where



expressing the exponential terms in terms of sines and cosines:
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(2.17)

(2.18)

(2.22)

(2.19a)

(2.19b)

(2.20a)

(2.20b)

g(z}

/3(O}w IU(O})
f3(z} f"'(z} r(0) .

/3(0)

~(Z) ~ p~) llL(z,yol + iWv(z,yol)

p2(Z} = p(Z}W
2

{1£(z,yO> + iwv(z,yO>}

U(z} = f(z} C + g(z} D

·r(z} = -/3(z}wg*(z} C + /3 (z}wf"'(z) D

U(z} = {Tn (z) + T12(z}} A + {T12(z} + T22(Z}} B

,r(z} = iw/3(z){ Tll (z} - T21 (Z}}A - iw/3(z){ T22(Z} - T12(z}}B

f(z) ~ A(Z){COS It4+t .<x,) cos It pdw - 2 I.1dx1 + j (2.2Is)

g(z) ~ A(z+n U4-t .(Xl) sin [t pdw - 2 I.1dxl + j (2.2Ib)

r(z) ~ A(Z+S It4-t .(x,) cos It pdw - 2 I.1 dx'+ ···1 (2.2Ic)

g'(z) ~ A(z+n U4+~ .(XI) sin V. pdw - 2 I.1dx1 + ... j. (2.2Id)

The harmonic displacement and shear stress given by Equation (2.13) are also

For convenience of treating the boundary conditions, Equations (2.20) are expressed in

transformed as functions of depth z

expressions for the above solutions is as follows

where A and B are arbitrary coefficients defined from the boundary condition. A set of simpler

where C and D are arbitrary constants and f(z}, g(z), f"'(z} and g*(z} are derived by

the form of a transfer matrix as follows

Note that the minus sign in front of I('S power in functions g(z} and f"'(z} appears in every

odd term of I('S power.
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level of accuracy.

(2.14)

(2.23a)

(2.23b)

U(z) = I(z) U(O)

T{z) = -/3(z)cug"'(z) U(O)

U<O) = 2/0

I(H) + . p(H) "'(H)
I 13 b(O) g

Let us consider the case of a single surface layer overlying homogeneous base layer. At the

Though the non-linear harmonic wave solution is expressed as described above, the func-

'Yo(z) is obtained. This process is repeated until the computed 'Yo(z) converges up to a desired

tions I, j"', g and g'" given by Equations (2.21) are complex functions of fj(z) and p(z), and

therefore, necessary. For this purpose, 'Yo(z) is estimated from the linear solution at the begin-

formed based on a suitable numerical integration method and thus the second estimation of

ground surface shear stress must be zero~ then we have

When a vertically propagating wave is given as I ~x.p(;w t) at the top of the base layer, the

where H is the depth of surface layer and (3 b(O) is the value of (3 at the top of the base layer.

expression of U(O) is determined from the boundary condition at an interface between surface

these values are in turn functions of 'Yo(z) as apparent from Equations (2.17) and (2.18).

ning of computation. Using this value, the first approximation of f3(z) and p(z) are calculated.

Substituting these values in Equations (2.21), the numerical integration of this equation is per-

Thus, the integrations in Equations (2.21) cannot be done directly. An iterative solution is,

and base layer
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3. EVALUATION OF GROUND SHAKING

In the preceding discussion of the wave propagation theory, the harmonic displacement of

the soil layer was obtained as a function of the depth and strain level. Based on these results, a

mode-superposition procedure is developed which provides an expedient tool in cases in which

the stochastic dynamic response of surficial ground is required. In this section, the characteris-

tic equation for obtaining the natural frequencies and undamped mode shapes are derived for a

layered medium with general inhomogeneous and non-linear properties. The intensity of

ground shaking is estimated based on a response spectrum method for stationary random vibra-

tion analysis [l21. To use the modal approach for a non-linear system, which has previously

been used only for linear systems, an iteration scheme to calculate the modal stiffness and

damping are proposed which is an adaptation of the well known equivalent linearization tech-

nique. If the energy dissipation of soil is proportional to its shear modulus, the normal mode

approach can be expediently performed by this newly proposed iteration scheme. However, for

a general case, the damping matrix obtained through equivalent linearization is not orthogonal

with respect to the undamped mode shapes and the normal coordinates can not be decoupled.

The most commonly used approach is to ignore the off-diagonal terms representing modal cou-

pling. This assumption is reasonable for a system with well spaced natural frequencies. How-

ever, in the case of a system with closely spaced modes, this assumption may give a lower esti-

maHon of modal damping. Here, we propose a new estimator for equivalent modal damping

which is based on concepts of random vibration and includes the effect of closely spaced modes.

3.1. Equivalent Shear Modulus and Damping Factor

A typical stress-strain curve of a soil specimen subjected to cyclic shearing force is shown

schematically in Figure 3.1. For the strain amplitude 'Yo, the equivalent shear modulus, IL, is

determined by the slope of line OA, and the' equivalent viscous damping factor, " is given by

the expression

(3.0
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Figure 3.2 Distributions of nonlinearity parameter, a,
and shear wave velocity, Cs

Figure 3.1 Typical stress-strain curve for soil specimen
subjected to cyclic loading
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and II can be used

0.2)

0.3)

0.4)

0.5)

(3.6)

(3.7)

L= 1

f.'1 1 + QYo

--L= QYo

'm 1 + QYo

I[ 12 [ 11~1 + K o 1 - K o ,
T f = c' cos 1>' + 2 er' sin 1>' - 2 er

{=.!-~
2 fL

where w is the circular frequency. w can be chosen as the excitation frequency provided the

where fL 1 is an initial shear modulus, {m is a maximum damping factor of the system defined at

chosen as the response mean frequency.

equivalent shear modulus, fL, and viscosity, II, are given, the following relationship among {, fL

the infinite shear strain amplitude, and Q is a parameter expressing the degree of non-linearity.

fL and' based on cyclic torsional shear tests of soil samples:

Hardin and Drenovich [13] have proposed the following simple mathematical formulae for

where a W is the energy loss per cycle and W is the work done by the applied load. Once the

applied force is harmonic; however, during random excitation the measure of w should be

This value can be determined from

IJ.1
Q=-

'if

where T f is the geostatic shear strength of soil which is defined by

where c' and 1>' are geostatical strength parameters of soil, Ko is the coefficient of lateral stress

at rest and rr' is the vertically effective overburden pressure. The initial shear modulus is deter-

mined from the shear wave velocity, cs, at the infinitesimal strain level using the relationship

Cs = D(er' + a) 1/4

IJ.l=PC;, where P is the density. The stress dependency of the shear wave velocity is assumed

as foHows:

where D and a are experimental constants of the soil.
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(3.9)

(3.8a)

(3.8b)

(3.10)

I~(~l} ~ lA (z,.,HI U~O)}
g(z,w)

I3(O,w)w

-13(z,w)wg"(z,w) p(z,w) [*(z,w)
13 (O,w)

U(H,w n) = 0 (n = 1,2, ...,00) .

I/J n(z,w n) = U(z) IU(O)-l = [(z,w n) .

A(z,w) =

matrix given in Equation (2.22) as follows:

ever, the essential physical characteristics of the vibration modes are easily understood when a

multi-layered systems. The displacement and stress in a layer are expressed by the transfer

des and mode shapes for a single-layered system and then describe how it is extended to

linear properties. Therefore, the ground should be treated as a multi-layered system. How-

values w n of the system expressed by Equations <3.8) are given by the characteristic equation

single-layered system is considered. Here we first give a detailed discussion of natural frequen-

3.2. Natural Frequencies and Undamped Vibration Modes

The geological topography of actual ground is a stack of inhomogeneous layers with non-

To make this argument more clear, let us consider the special case of neglecting all the

usually called the natural frequency. The eigenfunction I/J n also becomes a real function which

eigenvalue, w no and the eigenfunction, I/J no are generally complex-valued. When the undamped

As indicated before, the functions [, g, [* and g* which appear in Equations (2.22) are gen-

In derivation of Equations (3.8), a stress free condition at ground surface is used. The eigen-

are complex-valued combinations of the shear modulus and the shear viscosity. Therefore, the

K'S power terms. Referring to Equation (2.21a), the function [(z,w) is then expressed as

system, which means II(Z) == 0, is considered, the functions [, g, ['" and g* become real

erally complex-valued functions because p(z) and l3(z) given by Equations (2.17) and (2.18)

The eigenfunction I/J n for each eigenvalue is a function of z and w n'

functions. The characteristic equation, Equation 0.9), then gives a real eigenvalue which is

defines the undamped vibration mode of the continuous system.



respectively.
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(3.11)

(3.12)

(3.15)

(3.13a)

(3.13b)

(3.14a)

(3. 14b)

(n = 1,2, ..., 00)

f(z, ..) - ~(z,..) cosUP("'X)~

I ,-I_ 71 HI H 2 HN
w=- -+-+ '" +-

2 CIC2 CN

dx = 2n - 1--2- 71

dx= 0

where

( )_ I p{X)W 2

P W,X - V p.{Z) + iwv{z) .

Substituting w = w r + iw i into Equation (3.12) and considering the characteristic Equation

complex eigenvalue

(3.9), the following equations are obtained to determine the real and imaginary parts of the

In the case of a multi-layered system, the continuity of displacement and stress between

In the case of undamped systems, the characteristic equation given by Equations (3.13)

W n Wi and x.

where Pr and Pi are the real and imaginary parts of p{w,x), respectively, which are functions of

and the vibration mode given by Equation (3.10) become:

basis for the following empirical relationship between the fundamental natural frequency of

I
H

1 2n - 1
W n 0 c(x) dx = 2 71 (n = 1,2, ...,00)

~ ,(z,.. ,) - ~ (z, .. ,) cos Uc7;) ~

where c{x) = Jp. (x)/p (x) is the shear wave velocity at depth x. This formula gives a rational

multi-layered systems, en, and the material properties of the layers:

two adjacent layers should be considered. Let J be the suffix to express the values of each

layer. The continuity between (J-1) th and Jth layers requires the following relationships

where CJ and HJ (J=1,2, ..., N) are the shear wave velocity and the thickness of Jth layer,



(3.16)

0.17)

(3.18)

(3.19)(J: 1,2, , ~) .
n - 1,2, ,

where N is the number of layers. The eigenfunction for each eigenvalue is given by

3.3. Orthogonality of Undamped Vibration Mode Shapes

Proof of the orthogonality of the undamped vibration modes given by Equations (3.10) or

tions. However, since the free vibration modes of a linear system obtained by using the multi-

reflection theory possess orthogonality, the orthogonality of the undamped vibration modes

The eigenvalues W n of layered system are given by the characteristic equation

Substituting Equation (2.22) into Equation (3.16), the following result is obtained

16

Let us return to Figure 2.1, which shows a soil layer subdivided into multiple layers of

(3.19) is not an easy task because of the implicit presence of multiple integrals in these equa-

is the result of application of the multi-reflaction theory.

given here is assured by the fact that the formulation of the non-linear harmonic wave solution

which is transformed into a set of linear equations for each sublayer, Equation (2.3), as

infinitesimal thickness. The equation of motion, Equation (2.2), is

be expressed by the superposition of the undamped vibration modes, «I> n(z), using normal

undamped vibration mode is considered. It is assumed that the displacement in the layer can

a2u· a2u· a3u·
Pj a? = IJ-j az{ + Pj ata:~ (j = 1,2, ..., m) .

J J

The second term on the right-hand side of the preceding equation should be zero when an

coordinates Sn{t),
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(3.20)

(3.21)

(3.22)

(3.23)

(3.24)

(3.25)

o~ Z ~ hI

hI ~ Z ~ h2

o~ Z ~ hI

hI ~ Z ~ h2

n

EI = .JIIJpI

E2 = .JlI'jp2

n

, e{z) =

U(Z, t} = E cP n(Z) Sn{t)
n

H

f <I> I(Z)CP n(z) dz = a ~ In
o

n

~j~Zj) = OJ exp (PjZj) + hj exp (-PjZj) , Pj = :~
J

U(Z) =

c{Z) =

c'4>> -., l<I>. ,'4>; ~ -[ : F.l<I>..
The orthogonality of <I> n is expressed as follows

where

in which Uj, ~l (j=1,2, ..., m) are the displacement and the nth undamped vibration mode

shape in the jth sub-layer, and ~ j"<Zj) is given by

where

Wn is the nth natural circular frequency and cJ-.Jp./Pj. Substituting Equations (3.20), (3.21),

<3.22) in Equation (2.2) and considering Equation (2.3), the equation of motion is rewritten

Em = .J1I,JPm hm- I ~ Z ~ hm

The second derivatives of mode shapes, which appear in Equation (3.23), have the following

relationships if we consider Equation (3.22)

where Bin is the Kronecker delta. Substituting Equation (3.24) in Equation <3.23) and using

the orthogonal relationship given by Equation <3.25), the following normal coordinate equation



(3.26)

(3.27)

(3.28)

(3.30)

(3.29)

The orthogonal properties of the normal coordinates was used in order to simplify the

3.4. The Dynamic Response of Soil Layer

vibration mode shape t/J n(z,w n)'

At the limit, the thickness of sub-layer goes to zero and cI> n(z) coincides with the undamped

shapes in the damped system are not the same as the undamped mode shapes.

18

is obtained which has a coupling term due to damping which arises because the vibration mode

equations of motion in the layered system. When the base rock motion is given by u
g

, the

equation of motion expressed by Equation (2.2) is rewritten in terms of relative displacement

as

This equation can be written in terms of the normal coordinates, Sn{t), as

where

mode shapes can be determined directly from Equation (3.18) and (3.19). However, if the

If the soil properties of a layered medium do not show nonlinearity, the natural frequencies and

tude along the depth will have to be given beforehand to determine w nand l{1 n(z,w n), because

non-linear behaviour of soil becomes predominant, the distribution of the shear strain magni-

the shear modulus and shear viscosity are functions of shear strain magnitude. Whatever shear

nates of all modes.

strain measure is used, it is a function of mode shape, natural frequencies and general coordi-



0.33)

0.32)

(3.31a)

(3.31b)

00

p.(u y) = f p.("eJp("o,uy)d"o
o

where hn is the diagonalized damping ratio and the asterisk denotes the complex conjugate. A

method for obtaining hn will be presented in the following section.

00

'(uy) = f ,("eJp("o,uy)d"o .
o

Because of the nonproportional relation of the shear viscosity to shear modulus, the damping .

matrix h:/ appearing in Equation (3.28) is not a diagonal matrix. As an approximate solution,

given as functions. of the strain amplitude. Direct application of these results to random

random response is determined, the equivalent linearization parameters for random response

[I4] and the theoretical results obtained by Kobori and Minai [IS]. Thus, in the case of sta-

19

In Section 3.1, the equivalent damping factor and the equivalent shear modulus were

response is impossible because of the difficulty in defining the shear strain amplitude during a

random time history. However, if the probability density p("eJ of the peak amplitude "0 in

where

one may find an equivalent diagonal matrix such that the equations of motion are decoupled.

The root-mean-square of the shear strain can then be obtained through modal superposition as

tionary random response, the equivalent shear modulus and damping factor are defined as a

can be defined as their expectations using p("eJ. This procedure follows the suggestion of Liu

where GF(w) is the one-sided power spectral density of the input, Hn(w), is the complex fre-

function of the root-mean-square of strain, u'l" in the following form

quency transfer function of a single-degree-of-freedom oscillator



0.37)

(3.34)

(3.35)

0.36)E[e2] = E[(2 'Lh:fJJ/S/- 2hnw nSn) 2] .
I

20

Using the relations given by Equations (3.31), 0.32) and 0.33), equivalent linear param-

eters IL and' can be determined. However, it is quite difficult to solve these relationships

explicitly. Therefore, an iterative method on a digital computer is used to find the numerical

Yo Ai. .
where.." = - , a = --\- and Am (m=O,2,4) IS the mth spectral moment of the shear stram

U'-y AOl\4

If the shear strain response is assumed to be a stationary Gaussian process, the probability

result of Equations 0.31), 0.32) and (3.33).

The equations of motion in terms of normal coordinates for a system with nonpropor-

Minimizing E[e2l with respect to hn : aE[e2]/ahn=O, we obtain the equivalent decoupled

response (see Section 3.6) and erj(') is the error function.

3.5. DecoupUng of Non-linear Damping

uncoupled equation of motion in terms of hn is

density function of Yo will be given by [16].

The expectation of the mean square error due to the decoupling term can be written as

damping ratio hn as a function of the normal coordinate

The purpose of this section is to find an equivalent uncoupled modal damping ratio hn• The

tional damping have the following form as given by Equation (3.28)

The values of the denominator and numerator are expressed in terms of the second cross-

spectral moment
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0.38)

(3.39)

(3.40)

L h;1 A2,nl cu 1
hn = -.:../----

A2,nn cu n

2hncu nE[S;J = 2 L hnfCU IE [SnS/] .
1

ciated with the least mean-square error is obtained as follows

by the choice of the input time history. Thus, the use of a single input time history, even if it

One way to overcome this problem is to use an average response measure which includes

numerical integration technique can be carried out resulting in the time history of the response

If the input motion ug is given deterministically, a seismic response analysis based on any

3.6. Determination of Soil Response Based on Response Spectrum

result in the same expression for expressing the decoupled damping ratio.

It is interesting to note that the two different criteria for decoupling of normal coordinates

are closely spaced.

This same result can be obtained by equating the expected energy dissipation of the two

It is noted that the cross-spectral moments in the numerator are only significant when modes

Substituting Equation (3.38) for Equation (3.37), the equivalent decoupled damping ratio asso-

systems, Le.

quantity of interest. However, the soil layer response quantities are generally strongly affected

is defined with due consideration to the potential earthquake magnitude, epicentralcal distance,

and the condition of geological topography, leaves considerable uncertainty in the seismic

brief summary of his results follows.

analysis.

the statistical nature of the earthquake motion. The response spectrum method for stationary

random vibration analysis proposed by Der Kiureghian [12] is appropriate for this purpose. A

For each normal coordinate, three spectral moments Am,nn(m=0,1,2) are given in terms

of the mean-response spectrum, Sr(cu n> hn), which is the mean of the absolute maximum of the



(3.42)

(3.41a)

(3.41c)

(3.43a)

(3.41b)

(3.43c)

(3.43d)

(3.43b)

Am = 1:1: 'I' n'l'l P m,nl.JA m,nnA m,ll, m = 0,1,2
n I

U R r = q U R

Another quantity that is used for evaluating the equivalent viscous damping factor given

in Equation (3.2) is the response mean frequency denoted by w=u Rlu R. Substituting w into

22

Equation (3.2), the ratio of v to J.L is expressed by

P and q in the last two equations are peak factors which are given as functions of the spectral

where Pn is a peak factor given as a function of the natural frequency W n and the damping ratio

nth normal coordinate Sn{t) over duration T:

hn of the nth mode [l2]. This allows computation of the spectral moments of the response

moments Am (m=O,1,2) of the response. Based on these equations, modal combination rules

from the superposition relation

'I' n=O: nl/1 n(z) and for the shear strain 'I' n=O: nal/1 n(z)la z), and Pm, nl are correlation coefficients

root-mean-square of response rate u R' the mean of the peak response RT and the standard

where 'I' n is the effective participation factor of the nth mode (for the deformation

response spectrum as follows:

deviation of the peak response U Rr over duration T. These quantities are given in terms of the

are developed for various statistical response quantities such as the root-mean-square u R, the

which are given in terms of natural frequencies W nand W I and damping ratios hn and hi [l2].



(3.44)
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~=2 L.
JL W

This estimation of IIIJL can be used for the evaluation of nonproportional damping given by

Equation (3.30).

3.7. Application

The material properties of ground used in the numerical example are assumed as shown

in Figure 3.2. The soil is assumed to be a two-layer system. The first layer is to represent the

alluvium deposits and the second layer is to represent the diluvium deposits. The distribution

of the non-linear parameter of soil, a, given by Equation (3.5) and the shear wave velocity at

infinitesimal strain level, cs' are illustrated in Figure 3.2. These values are calculated from

Equations (3.5) and 0.7), using c'=0.0Ikg/cm2, c/J'=35 ~ Ko=O.5, D=60.7 and a=0.9. The

average values of shear wave velocities of the two layers are 160m/sec and 320m/sec, respec-

tively. These values are used as the material properties of homogeneous layers for comparison

with the results for the inhomogeneous layers.

In order to examine the influence of the number of terms in the series expansion of K'S

power on the accuracy of results, some numerical computations are performed for inhomogene-

ous layers without consideration of the non-linear properties of the soil. The results are shown

in Figure 3.3. The first three mode shapes are shown in this figure computed based on the first

to the ~fth order of K'S power. It can be seen from this figure that the order of K'S power has

little influence on the modal shapes. Even the first order gives quite good results. Because of

the simple formula of the first term, which is given by Equation (3. 14b) , this result can be used

to reduce the computational effort. In addition, closed form analytical expressions of modal

shapes can be obtained for certain types of inhomogeneous distributions of soil properties, pro-

vided the integration of the inverse of the shear wave velocity distribution function exists in

closed form. In Figure 3.4 (a) , the calculated results based on the multi-reflection theory are

shown. Each layer is subdivided into twenty sub-layers. The modal shapes completely coincide

with those in Figure 3.3 obtained by the proposed method if the K'S power is greater than three.
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In the case where the soil layers have homogeneous characteristics, see Figure 3.4(b), although

the modal shapes are somewhat different for higher modes, their overall shapes are very similar

to those of the inhomogeneous soil layers in Figure 3.4(a).

Table 3.1 shows a comparison of natural frequencies. Included in this table are natural

frequencies for the first five modes computed considering various powers of K and the exact

solutions based on the multi-reflection theory. Natural frequencies for the homogeneous lay

ered system are also included in the last column of the table. It can be observed in this table

that natural frequencies obtained from the characteristic equation based on powers of K greater

than two are in close agreement with the exact solutions. The simplified case of the first order

of K'S power, in which none of K'S terms appear in the characteristic equation, also yields good

results especially for the higher modes. Note that the assumption of homogeneous layered sys

tem is adequate for a rough estimate of the natural frequencies of inhomogeneous layers if

material properties of homogeneous layers are assumed to coincide with average material pro

perties of the corresponding inhomogeneous layers.

To calculate the mean of the peak ground response based on the above mentioned pro

cedure, the mean response spectrum should be prescribed. There have been many proposals

for developing response spectra for practical design purposes. Recent researches have

developed attenuation laws for spectral amplitudes expressed in terms of the earthquake magni

tude, M, source-to-site distance, a, and the type of geological environment surrounding the

site [17,18]. In this analysis, McGuire's relationships [17] are used. The relationship between

the pseudo-velocity response spectrum S and the above mentioned earthquake parameters is

given by

sew) = a(w)IOb(w)M(a + 25)-c(W) (3.45)

where a (w), b(w) and c(w) are given based on regression analyses as functions of the natural

frequency of a single-degree-of-freedom system w. This relationship is obtained for the damp

ing ratio of 2%. The modification of this relationship for other damping ratio is done by multi

piing by the factor given in Figure 3.5. In the following analyses, a=40km and M=7 are used



TABLE 3.1

NATURAL FREQUENCIES FOR FIRST FIFTH MODES

~
Order of K'S Power Mu1ti-

HomogeneousReflection
1 2 3 5 Theory Case

>. 1 0.582 0.649 0.656 0.657 0.658 0.627CJ
:::m
m"O

2 1.575 1.614 1.619 1. 619 1. 621 1.600::l0
0';:<:
m
H..c N

3 2.558 2.580 2.584 2.584 2.588 2.573~CJ::X::
C\j

r-lW
ro

4 3.721 3.734 3.736 3.736 3.741 3.827HH
;:10
oI-J'H
C\j

4.726 4.734 4.735 4.735 4.741 4.800z 5
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except when otherwise specified.

The modal damping ratio is one of the most important factors in estimating the response

quantities. The damping nature of soil is frequency independent and mainly consists of hys

teretic damping. Therefore, the modal damping ratio cannot be given directly without first giv

ing consideration to the non-linear response of the soil element. This point will be further dis

cussed in the next paragraph. Here we use 20% damping ratio for each mode. Figures 3.6(a)

and 3.6(b) show the estimated mean peak response for velocity and shear stress distribution

based on Equation 0.43c). It is clear from these figures that the K'S terms hardly affect the

response quantities. Another factor which should be considered in using the modal analysis is

the number of superposing modes. Figures 3.7(a) and 3.7(b) show the effect of the number of

superposing modes on the response quantities. The result obtained by superposing more than

three modes is acceptable for practical purposes. Figure 3.8(a) and 3.8(b) are comparisons of

response quantities of the homogeneous and inhomogeneous systems. It is observed that if the

inhomogeneity of the soil layer is not too strong, it is reasonable to assume that the actual lay

ered ground is homogeneous.

The effect of the modal damping ratio on response quantities are examined in Figures

3.9(a) and 3.9(b). The same damping ratio for each mode is assigned and changed from 5 to

40%. The response magnitude is strongly affected by damping ratios; for example the velocity

respons~ at ground surface for 5% damping ratio is four times greater than that for 40% damp

ing ratio. These results suggest that the modal damping must be determined more rigorously.

One way to solve this problem is to use the method proposed in Section 3; i.e., non-linear

response analysis based on the equivalent linearization technique. The distribution of the

equivalent material damping factor with depth can be calculated from Equation 0.4) and the

ratio v/f.t is given by Equation 0.2), so that the coupled modal damping matrix is obtained

using Equation 0.30). The equivalent decoupled modal damping ratio associated with the least

mean-square error is obtained using Equation 0.39).

The decrease in the shear wave velocity due to the nonlinear behavior of soil is shown in
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Figure 3.} 0 'as a percp-ntage of the initial value. Figure 3.11 shows the distribution of the

equivalent material damping with depth. The results are shown for epicentral distances of 40

and 160km. From these figures, it is observed that there is a large decrease in the shear wave

velocity near ground surface and that the damping factor near ground surface is very high. In

these calculations, E the ratio between the expectation of the zero crossing rate and the total

number of peaks per unit time, is taken to be 0.8.

Figure 3.12 is the relation between the epicentral distance and the damping ratio for each

mode. The damping ratios for modes higher than the third mode are very high and in the case

of the fourth mode, overdamping is indicated. Note that the damping ratio is relatively insensi

tive to the epicentral distance for the first two modes. This result suggests using a constant

strain independent modal damping ratio for all epicentral distances. At the epicentral distance

of 40km, there are five circles shown in Figure 3.12 which correspond to the decoupled modal

damping ratios obtained by ignoring the off-diagonal terms in a coupled modal damping matrix.

The numbers indicate the corresponding modes. It is observed that this method gives a low

estimate of the modal damping for higher frequency modes. This implies that the contributions

from higher modes are overestimated in this approach.

Figure 3.13 (a) shows shear stress distributions for different epicentral distances. The

results are obtained by considering initial inhomogeneity and non-linearity of the soil layer. In

the case of A=40km, the stress distribution is also shown for the layers which initially pos

sessed homogeneous nature. Comparing these results with those given in Figure 3.8(b), it is

obvious that the stress distribution is hardly affected by the inhomogeneity and non-linearity of

the soil layer. This means that a sophisticated analysis which considers both the inhomogeneity

and non-linearity of soil properties is not necessary from a practical point of view and that the

linear analysis of homogeneous layer gives adequate information for stress distributions. To

investigate the dependency of the stress distribution on the epicentral distance, the stress distri

butions given in Figure 3.3 (a) are normalized by using the mean of the peak velocity at ground

surface;. The normalized results, Figure 3.3(b), show that the shape of stress distribution is
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practically independent of the epicentral distance.

The stress distribution is one of the most tolerant measures of response because it is not

strongly affected by the local geological conditions. However, other response quantities such as

the shear strain show stronger dependency on the local geology as shown in Figure 3.14.
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4. ANALYSES OF LIQUEFACTION PHENOMENA

It has recently become possible to obtain undisturbed sand samples and the liquefaction

potential of actual ground sites can now be estimated based on the dynamic shear tests of

undisturbed samples. However, it is important to note that this liquefaction potential is

obtained from the dynamic triaxial or simple shear test results. Therefore, there are still many

problems to be solved to clearify the relationship between the dynamic behaviour of ground

and liquefaction during strong earthquakes. For the purpose of seismic risk analysis, for exam-

pie, it is necessary to determine the relationship that exists between the earthquake magnitude,

epicentral distance, and site condition and the liquefaction potential. The stress distribution

with depth during strong earthquake motions was given in the preceding sections taking into

consideration the stochastic nature of earthquake motions and resulting from the attenuation

law of response spectra and site conditions. This result is used for calculating the liquefaction

potential. Using the existing techniques for analyzing structural fatigue, the analytical bases for

evaluating the fatigue life of loose sand layer against strong earthquakes is formulated.

4.1. S-N Curve for Undrained Saturated Sand

Several methods such as cyclic triaxial, cyclic simple shear and torsional shear tests have

been applied to simulate earthquake stress conditions on a particular soil element. The results

obtained from cyclic simple shear tests by Peacock and Seed [19] are rearranged in Figure 4.1.

This S-N curve can be expressed by the following equation

T 1 a
p~ Dr = Nf3

where T is the cyclic shear stress amplitude applied to the potential failure surface, p; is the

vertically effective stress applied to the potential failure surface before cyclic loading, Dr is the

relative density of sand, N is the number of applied stress cycles required to cause failure, and

a and {3 are experimental constants.
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(4.2)

(4.3)

(4.4)

(4.5)

I T i I;D =: 1: ni •
i ap.,D,

D=l:~.
i Ni

I 1
1- 00 I

E[Dr ] = T· E[D] = T· E[m] _1_,- {3 f T 7ip(r)dT .
aPvD, 0

To apply the Miner's criterion to random loading cycles, the definition of ni should be

4.2. Fatigue Theory

Failure by fatigue is the result of cumulative damage caused by the repeated application of

alternate loading and unloading cycles. The fatigue life of a material can be approximately

discrete form

determined on the basis of the S- N relationship and Miner's linear cumulative damage cri-

By substituting Equation (4.1) into Equation (4.2)

loading causes failure of the material, the cumulative damage D can be expressed in the

terion. If the material is loaded ni times with constant stress amplitude T i with which N
i

times

that ni expresses the number of peaks at a certain stress level T. In that case, the expectation

E[D(t)] reduces to a constant. Therefore, for stationary shear stress response, the expected

tude repetitions in a stochastic process are generally unknown. One applicable interpretation is

expanded so· that it has a meaning for random loading conditions because the number of ampli-

tribution of the peaks of the shear stress response. If the random process is stationar}i,

where E[m] is the expectation of the total number of peaks per unit time and p(T, t) is the dis-

total accumulated damage during duration T is given by

of the cumulative damage per unit time, D(t), can be written in the continuous form

above the threshold level, then

If the S-N curve has a threshold level To, the integral region in Equation (4.5) should be



ten as follows

(4.7)

(4.8)

(4.6)

(4.9)

I

E[Dr ] = .J2 . T . r[1 + 2p ]{-.:!;-li (1'+
2{j otPvD, fT"

[20J

Using the S-N curve as given in Figure 4.1, the cumulative damage of liquefaction is cal-

4.3. Application

where r(·) is the Gamma function, fT" and (1'+ are the root-mean-squares of the stress response

Lf = 1.0 - E[Dr ]

The expected life left after random loading is obtained from the following equation
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In the special case when the response is assumed to be the output from a narrowband

tion function of T is then given by Equation (3.34). Using ~ for T/fT", Equation (4.5) is rewrit-

If the shear stress response is assumed to be a stationary Gaussian process, the peak distribu-

filter, p(r) is of Rayleigh form with E=1. The expectation of the total damage then becomes

and the stress response rate, respectively.

when Lf reaches zero, the fatigue failure is assumed to occur.

root-mean-squares of the stress and the stress rate, the effective vertical stress and the relative

culated from Equation (4.7). Parameters ot and {j are given by experiment to be ot=0.5 and

density. The damage caused by liquefaction process is directly proportional to the root-mean-

square of the stress rate but proportional to the O/{j - 1) th power of root-mean-square of the

(j=0.233. If E is given, the remaining factors which affect the liquefaction potential are the

stress. Based on the experimental data (j=0.233, then O/{j - 1) =3.3. This means that the

accuracy of stress estimation must be three times more than that of the stress rate. The accu-

racy of estimating the effective vertical pressure and the relative density is more significant
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compared with the accuracy of the stress estimation because the influence factor of error propa

gation is about 4(=l!p). This fact should be noted for evaluation of the liquefaction potential

at certain points, since it is fairly difficult to obtain accurate estimates of relative density from

in-situ tests.

Figures 4.2(a) and 4.2(b) illustrate the root-mean-squares of the stress and the stress rate

distributions normalized by the mean of the maximum velocity at the ground surface. It is

apparent that the normalized distributions are approximately expressed by unique curves, with

the stress rate having a somewhat wider scatter. For this example, the layer properties are

assumed as given in Figure 3.2 and the non-linearity of the soil is included. The results show

that the normalized distributions have no relationship with the epicentral distance. Therefore,

the stress and stress rate distributions can be calculated easily once the normalized curves are

given, i.e., by multiplying the normalized curves by the mean of the maximum velocity.

As an example application of the fatigue theory to the liquefaction phenomenon, the

expected cumulative damage per unit of time, E[D], is calculated and is shown in Figure 4.3.

In this analyses, the stationarity of the stress response is assumed, and the total damage of the

surficial ground is obtained by multiplying the duration T by these results. The surficial ground

model analyzed is the same as that in Figure 3.2 but ground water levels are assumed to be 0.5,

1.0 and 2.0m and E is assumed to be 0.8. It can be observed that as the water level becomes

deeper the sand layer becomes more resistant against liquefaction failure. The sand layer with

the ground water level of 2.0m appears to be two times safer than that with the ground water

level of 0.5m for the same duration of time. This result is easily verified by recalling that E[D]'

is inversely proportional to (~) th power of p~ as given in Equation (4.5). Therefore, once the

distribution of E[D] for a certain ground water level is given, E[D] for other ground water lev

els is easily obtained by using the appropriate proportionality factor.
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Figure 4.3 Expected cumulative damage per unit
time; a=40km, M=7
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5. APPLICATION TO SEISMIC RISK ANALYSIS OF LIFELINE NETWORKS

Seismic safety analysis of lifeline systems involves reliability assessment of a network of

structural systems subjected to earthquakes. Due to high redundancy of lifeline systems, a net

work reliability analysis in addition to structural reliability is required for the safety assessment.

Of particular interest are lifelines of underground piping systems such as water distribution net

works. Such buried lifeline systems have the following characteristics which are not seen in

ordinary structures. (j) These lifeline systems are buried near the -ground surface and are

spread over a vast area in which the local geological environment is varied from one place to

another. This is important since earthquake intensity is strongly affected by the local geological

nature. (in In such systems pipes with different diameters and shapes are connected through

various joint. As a result, it is very difficult to determine the overall durability of the system

because of its complexity and construction difference among different components within the

systems.

There have been several methods for calculating lifeline reliability. Panoussis [21] treated

the lifeline as a network system and evaluated the probability of the system functioning after a

random earthquake occurrence. Taleb-Agha [22J assumed the inter-independency of failure

probability among links and joints and analyzed a more realistic network system. However, as

discussed by Barlow, Der Kiureghian and Satyanarayana [231, analysis neglecting the joint pro

bability among links and joints is not appropriate for the estimation of the reliability of lifeline

systems. In their works, a new algorithm for calculating the reliability of lifeline networks

based on graph theory was proposed by means ofa transition distance. Wood used their con

cept and improved the efficiency of the algorithm thus making it possible to apply to large net

work systems [24J. The development of this method and its application to an existing water

distribution system is presented in Reference 25. The concept of transition distance, which

defines the seismic risk potential at a certain site in terms of the distance to the earthquake

source, offers a considerable reduction in the enumeration process. In the following section, in

order to analyze the effect of local geological environment on the reliability of lifeline systems



(5.5)

(5.4)

(5.3)

(5.2)

(5.1)Y=/(M,r,Ck ) (k=1,2, ... )

1( .) 1( , .)r = r M, Ck> Y or r M, Ck> Y .

The critical safe distance for the risk of liquefaction is obtained by searching the shortest dis-

tance under the condition of E[DT] = 1.0:

If the buried structural component can sustain a certain magnitude of ground shaking, as

response relative to the base rock motion.

For liquefaction phenomena, the expectation of the total damage is also a function of the

The analytical results for attenuation law obtained in Section 3 are based on the modal

phy will be formulated.
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The intensity Y of seismic motion at a particular site is given through an attenuation law

5.1. The Transition Distance

expressed by Y', the shortest safe distance between the component and the fault rupture is

perties of soil layer and the depth of the site.

required, Equation (5.1) is modified to

earthquake magnitude, M, the shortest distance to the rupture zone, r, and parameters, Ck>

relationship can be expressed by

where !b is an attenuation law for the base rock motion and Is is the attenuation law for the

given by

parameters expressing the effect of local geological nature at the site. The general form of this

in terms of the earthquake magnitude, M, the shortest distance to the rupture zone, r, and the

where Ck are geological parameters such as the natural frequency of the ground, material pro-

subjected to seismic r.isk, the transition distance including the effect of local geological topogra-

analysis; where, Y is a relative response quantity. When an absolute response quantity is
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Thus, the component will fail if the rupture occurs within a distance r from the component.

This distance is defined as the transition distance for the component. The "egg-shaped"

envelope of transition distances, as shown in Figure 5.1, is obtained for the component ij pro

vided there is a smooth monotonic change in the local geological nature along the component.

This envelope is known as the "transition boundary" for component ij and is used in lifeline

reliability analysis [25].

S.2. Seismic Risk Potential

The transition distance defined in the preceding section is a measure of the seismic risk

potential of the structural component, since the component will fail if the rupture falls inside

this distance. Here, as an example application, the effect of local geological topography on the

transition distance has been studied. A two-layered homogeneous ground model is assumed.

The material properties of the layers are shown in Figures 5.2 and 5.3. The upper parts of

these figures show the transition distances for a given allowable maximum ground velocity at

the surface. Figure 5.2 shows results for the given velocity level Y*=50cm!sec, which are

obtained using Equation (5.2) assuming that the velocity attenuation law for base rock is

expressed by the relationship given by McGuire U7]: Vm=5.64· exp (0.924M) .(0+25) 1.202.

Figure 5.3 shows results for Y*=30cm!sec, which are is obtained using Equation (5.n consid

ering only the relative velocity response of the surficial layer to the base rock motion. It is

observed that the transition distance drastically changes in the transition area from shallow to

deep deposited ground. This observation supports the contention that damage to buried pipes

is usually concentrated in such transition areas.

The transition distances are also affected by the earthquake magnitude. The variation in

the transition distance is notable along the shallow ground at low earthquake magnitudes. On

the contrary it is conspicuous along deeper ground for large magnitudes. In general, low fre

quency components are predominant in the source spectra of strong ground motions of large

magnitude earthquake [261. Also, the natural frequency of ground becomes smaller as the

thickness of surficial ground is increased. Since the intensity of ground shaking is a product of
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Figure 5.1 Illustration of transition boundary for component ij
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the source spectra and the transfer function of the ground. Larger transition distances are

found in deeper surface topography at larger earthquake magnitudes.

Figure 5.4 shows the transition distances for the risk of liquefaction which are also

affected strongly by the earthquake magnitude and the geological configuration. The overall

view of the transition distances and its variation are almost similar to the case with given allow

able velocity amplitude.

To illustrate the compatibility between the calculated transition distances and past

liquefaction history, the lower bound of liquefaction history in the relationship between epicen

tral distance and magnitude are given in Figure 5.5, in which closed circles show previous his

tory of liquefactions [27] and open circles show the results from this analysis. The full and bro

ken lines are the lower bounds for liquefaction for the two sets of data, respectively. There is a

somewhat large discrepancy between the two sets of results but the overall agreement is reason

ably good.

For analyzing the damage potential to lifeline systems based on the transition distance, the

ground structure information is necessary in order to evaluate the dynamic response of the site.

The distribution of the shear wave velocity and the density information are essential. However,

such information is usually not available for the entire region of a lifeline sysem. Therefore,

one must use a rough estimate based on the classification of soil type. The most common

method 'is to classify the soil as layers of alluvium and diluvium (diluvium is a term used to

lump together all pre-Holocene surficial deposits). The information available on the depths of

such deposits and reasonable estimates of the shear wave velocities should be sufficient for

practical purposes.

The selection of the allowable value, Y·, is the next important subject. This value must

be given with due consideration to several factors such as: (i) the ground condition, Gn the

buried condition of the pipe, Gii) the material properties of the pipe or the joint, and Gv) the

diameter and the thickness of the pipe. A detailed discussion of all these factors is beyond the

scope of this report. However, there have been several proposals for this value based on the
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actual damage of pipes during earthquakes. Here, based on Toki and Sato's results [28], we

have assumed that such damage is strongly related to the magnitude of ground velocity. For

design purposes, this allowable velocity must be translated into the amount of stress produced

in the pipe, the degree of joints deformation and the bending angle of the joints. The velocity

estimation obtained in this report is based on the SH wave propagation theory. Therefore,

there are no rational relationships among these factors and the estimated velocity. However, if

we can use the magnitude of this velocity as an estimator of the velocity induced by surface

waves, then the estimated magnitude can be translated into the strain magnitude divided by the

phase velocity. Once the strain magnitude of the freefield is given, the pipe strain and stress,

joint deformation and bending angle of the joints may be calculated [29]. A rough estimate of

the phase velocity of surface waves may be obtained from the phase velocity at the response

mean frequency which appeared in Equation (3.44).
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6. CONCLUSION

The principal results and conclusions of the present study can be summarized as follows:

1. A theoretical solution has been derived for expressing harmonic waves propagating in

sub-surface ground with general inhomogeneity and non-linearity. To take into account

the non-linearity of the soil element, the equivalent shear modulus and viscosity have

been used. This analysis is a modified application of the multiple reflection theory.

-
2. The modal superposition method is used to evaluate the intensity of ground shaking dur-

ing strong earthquake motions. For this purpose, a new iteration scheme for calculating

the modal stiffness and damping have been proposed. The method is an extension of the

equivalent linearization technique. It has been shown that for several special cases the

theoretical solutions assume simple and useful forms. One such solution provides a

rational basis for the empirical formula of the fundamental frequency of a soil layer used

in practice.

3. A new concept has been proposed for estimating an equivalent modal damping ratio from

the non-proportional damping of soil elements taking into consideration the strain depen-

dent non-linearity of soil. It has been observed that the use of the diagonal elements of

the coupled damping matrix as the modal damping ratio can lead to gross errors in

estimating the equivalent damping ratio especially for higher modes.

4. The relationship between modal damping and epicentral distance has been examined. The

results show that the damping ratio is insensitive to the epicentral distance for low fre-

quency modes. Therefore, the assumption of constant, strain-independent modal damp-

ing is acceptable for practical purposes. In addition, the damping ratios of high-frequency

modes are found to be very high; consequently, modal superposition with first several

modes gives considerable accuracy.

5. The stress distribution with depth as normalized by the maximum velocity of ground sur-

face is found to be a measure of response which is not affected by either the inhomo-

geneity and non-linearity of soil layers or by the epicentral distance. The same result is
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also obtained for the stress rate distribution.

6. The fatigue theory is used to analyze the liquefaction phenomenon. It is shown that the

accuracy of the relative density and the effective vertical pressure are most important.

The second most important term is the stress and least important is the stress rate estima

tion. The ground water level strongly affects the liquefaction potential.

7. The concept of transition distance has been used to analyze the seismic risk of lifeline sys

tems. This distance is a measure of seismic risk potential for lifeline components. The

results obtained indicate that the seismic risk potential drastically changes in the transi

tional region of the geological structure from shallow to deep soil.
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Appendix

By substituting Equation (b) into Equation (a), we obtain

l (z) _ [Pl-j1h ~ IAI H
2

j - 1 + IO(/:1h) Ir f3j n n

where /:1 h is replaced by HI n, H is the thickness of the layer and n is the number of subdivi-

the limit yields

By increasing the number of subdivisions, H 21n becomes smaller and smaller, Equation (c) in

when the layer is divided into infinitesimal sub-layers having equal thickness /:1 h, Ek is obtained

sions and

1. Derivation of Equation (2.15)

from Equation (2.10) as follows

Then, ~ (z) satisfies the following inequality
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13 k-I = 13 k - 13 ',A h + 0 (A h) .

K(z)dz is defined by lim 'YJk-l in which
~h-O

2. Derivation of K(Z)

lows

The differentiation of f3(z) with respect to z gives
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